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The Benefits of Doing Jigsaw 

Puzzles  
There are countless benefits to challenging your brain, and one of the most important is that 

it can help keep you mentally sharp as you age. When you challenge your brain, you’re         
essentially creating new neural pathways and connections, which helps keep your mind active 

and functioning at its best, and puzzles can do just that. 

Indeed, jigsaw puzzles are a great way to pass the time and challenge yourself. They can be a 
fun and rewarding activity for people of all ages. There are many benefits to doing these   

puzzles, including improving your memory and concentration, developing problem-solving skills, 
and reducing stress. Keep reading to learn more about the benefits of doing puzzles. 

They Can Improve Memory Skills 

Puzzles have been around for centuries, and there’s a reason why they continue to be      
popular—they offer a number of cognitive benefits. Chief among these is the improvement of 

memory skills. When you work on a jigsaw puzzle, you are forced to focus on the task at 
hand. You can’t allow yourself to become distracted by anything else, as that will only lead to 

frustration and mistakes. This level of concentration is beneficial for your memory because it 
helps train your brain to stay focused and ignore distractions. As you get better at        

completing puzzles, you will find that you are able to apply this skill in other areas of your life 
as well. 

They Can Improve Hand-Eye Coordination 

Puzzles are known to improve hand-eye coordination. The activity of piecing together a jigsaw 
puzzle involves looking at a piece, assessing its fit, and then placing it in the correct spot on 

the board. This requires good eye-hand coordination. 

They Can Improve Problem-Solving Skills 

There are many benefits to doing a jigsaw puzzle, including improved problem-solving skills. 
These puzzles require patience and concentration, which can help improve focus and attention 

span. They also require analytical thinking, as you have to figure out how the pieces fit       
together. The games help to improve cognitive skills, critical thinking, and logical reasoning. They 
also help to improve patience and perseverance. This can help improve problem-solving skills 

and reasoning abilities. 

They Can Improve Concentration and Focus 

Completing a jigsaw puzzle offers a fun way to improve your concentration and focus skills. 
When you are doing a puzzle, you have to concentrate on the piece in front of you and how it 

fits into the puzzle. You also have to focus on where the other pieces go and how they fit  
together. This can help improve your concentration and focus skills. 



 

The Benefits of Doing Jigsaw 

Puzzles  
They Can Reduce Stress 

People love puzzles because they offer a fun challenge that can be solved in a variety of 
ways. Puzzles also offer a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction when completed. What 
most people don’t know is that puzzles offer some major health benefits, too! Puzzles can 

help reduce stress levels. When you’re faced with a difficult puzzle, your brain works hard to 
come up with a solution. This can help to distract you from any stressful thoughts or prob-
lems you may be dealing with. Plus, the sense of satisfaction you feel when completing a chal-

lenge is a great way to boost your mood and reduce stress. 

Your brain is what allows you to think, learn, and remember. It is essential to keep your brain 
sharp and to function well throughout your life. There are many things you can do to keep 
your brain healthy and active, and completing puzzles is a great first step in the right direc-

tion. These fun challenges can keep your brain healthy by keeping it sharp regularly. Challenging 
your brain helps keep your mind active and engaged. 

This article was derived from: The Benefits Of Doing Jigsaw Puzzles (nyu.edu)  

https://wp.nyu.edu/dispatch/the-benefits-of-doing-jigsaw-puzzles/#:~:text=When%20you%27re%20faced%20with,your%20mood%20and%20reduce%20stress.


 



 



 



 



 

This article was derived from: Colour wheel | Definition, Art, & Facts | Britannica  

https://www.britannica.com/science/color-wheel

